Abstract. This paper proposes a kind of shape model based on convolutional restricted Boltzmann machines(CRBM), which can be used to assist the task of image target detection and classification. The CRBM is a generative model that can model shapes through the generative capabilities of the model. This paper presents the visual representation, construction process and training method of the model construction. This paper does experiments on the Weizmann Horse dataset. The results show that, compared with RBM, although the training time of this model is slightly longer, the test time of the model is similar, and it can better shape modeling, modeling of the details of the shape can be well expressed. The samples generated from CRBM look more realistic. The difference between the shape and the original shape generated by Euclidean distance measurement shows that the model has a strong ability to model shapes.
Introduction
Modeling the target shape in the image, the resulting shape can be a complete expression of the target contour, for the subsequent image segmentation, classification, target detection and other tasks to lay the foundation. Such as when the shape is applied to the field of image segmentation [1] , because the shape can express the outline of the target, so the shape and target alignment, the target can be a good cut away from the background, to achieve the ideal segmentation results.
At present, there are many ways to represent the shape. A statistical activity shape model represents shapes by means of a set of labeled points [2] . It selects the edge of the target shape as a set of marked points, through the model deformation to achieve consistent with the target shape. The advantage of the activity shape model is that it can automatically extract the shape features, and the convergence speed is faster, but it is easy to fall into the local optimum, and requires the selection of the appropriate marks for all shapes of the target. Level set method represents the shape by means of symbolic distance functions [3] . It defines the energy function of the model based on the distance between the shape of the current shape and the shape represented by the model. It controls the evolution of the curve by optimizing the defined energy function, and it can express the shape of the target when the energy function reaches the minimum value. But in the process of curve evolution, the curve is prone to shock, so it can't establish the shape model for the multi class target.
Recently, deep learning is being developed rapidly [4] . There are many models, such as: restricted Boltzmann machines(RBM) [5] , deep belief networks(DBN) [6] , and these models are applied to many fields, and show a strong learning ability in a large number data. RBM was proposed by Smolensky. As the model pulls the input image into a one-dimensional vector as an input, ignoring the two-dimensional structure information among images, so when using the model to generate the shape, the sampled shape is blurred.
CNN's network mechanism is local receptive fields and weight sharing, and it has been successfully applied to many areas, such as handwritten digital classification, target recognition [7] [8] [9] . Using CNN's network mechanism [10] [11] , Guillaume Desjardins and Yoshua Bengio proposed convolution restricted Boltzmann machine(CRBM) [12] which brought in convolution into RBM in 2008. But unlike RBM, the input image is input as a two-dimensional structure. When the model is used to represent and generate the shape, not only can the shape of the target be generated, but also the detailed features of the object can be well expressed.
This paper introduces the intuitive expression, construction process and training method of CRBM. Different from the RBM model modeling, it can better extract the target two-dimensional spatial structure information and reduce the number of parameters to be trained in the model. This paper does experiments on the Weizmann Horse dataset, which indicate that CRBM is more efficient than RBM in modeling the shape.
Restricted Boltzmann Machines
The RBM is a two-layer, undirected graphical model with a set of visible units v and a set of hidden units h. Fig. 1 is the structure of RBM model. 
So for a given set of states ( , ) vh , the binary state hj and vi is set to 1 with probability
Where
is the logistic sigmoid function.
For the RBM, when the image dimensionality is relatively high or the image is relatively large, the size of the model becomes very large, training parameters increased. But CNN network mechanism makes this model very suitable for dealing with natural images. In order to solve the problem of RBM in image application, CNN is introduced into RBM and also proposes the ability to generate of RBM.
Convolution Restricted Boltzmann Machines

3.1Model structure and mathematical expression
The CRBM is an extension of the RBM. It has a visible layer v and a hidden layer h. Simultaneously, the CRBM is also a generative model. But unlike RBM, the input layer of CRBM is an image. The characteristic of the CRBM is local receptive fields and weight sharing [17] , that is, the weights of CRBM between the visible layer and the hidden layer are local connection and also shared among all locations. Fig.2 Fig. 2 . Structure of CRBM model Before defining the energy function of the model, we will do same assumptions and symbolic descriptions for the convenience of the latter description. First, we assume that the input to the algorithm is a binary image. We use 1 to represent the target and 0 to represent the background. Second, we use  to denote convolution, and to denote an element-wise product followed by summation and A to denote flipping the matrix A horizontally and vertically.
We define the CRBM models' energy function as follows: We define the models' energy function using the previously defined symbols as follows:
The joint probabilistic distribution for an CRBM is defined by its energy function as follows: v is set to 1 with probability
is the logistic sigmoid function. The training of the CRBM model uses the same training algorithm as the RBM-the contrast divergence(CD) algorithm [13] . Therefore, the gradient update formula for the parameters  based on the CD algorithm as follows:
Model training and sampling
After the model has been trained, it's used to generate shapes. The method of generating shapes is multi-step Gibbs sampling. Using a shape as the initial state of the visual layer, perform a multi-step Gibbs sampling, i.e., "1","2","3","4",……, "n" in Fig.3 gets approximately the distribution defined by CRBM, and finally, the v obtained from step n sampling is the shape of the model generated. The specific process is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Experiments
Experimental data and parameter settings
For our experiments, we used the Weizmann Horse dataset. This dataset consists of three types of images: color, grayscale, binary. In this experiment, we used the binary image in the data set. We select 200 pairs images as training set, 128 pairs images as test set, and all image are normalized to 32 32  . Fig.4 is the image in the training set. Form Fig.4 , we can see that the trained horse has different shapes, and the head of the horse is directed in one direction.
Fig. 4. Training set images
The experimental environment is Matlab R2014a installed under the Win 10 system, and the computer is configured as Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690, 2.6GHz, 256GB RAM. In the experiment, CRBM consisted of 20 groups of 33  pixel filters. We used 0.05 as the learning rate and 1000 as iterations. For RBM, the number of units of visual layer and hidden layer is 1024 and 500, and 0.05 as the learning rate and 1000 as iterations.
Experimental results and analysis
We compare the modeling capabilities of the proposed model CRBM with RBM, and the two models are trained on the same data set. The training time of CRBM is 564.54s, and the training time of RBM is 303.39s.
After the training of the modeling, two different inputs are used to test the modeling ability of the model. The first is the first input: the full image of the training set and the test set is used as input. Table 1 is the average Euclidean distance measure of the two models. Fig.5 shows the five sampling result images of training set and test set respectively. In Fig.5, (A) and (B) represent the sampling result from CRBM and RBM of training set and test set respectively, where (a) is the input image, and (b) and (c) are the result of RBM and CRBM sampling to generate the shape respectively. From Fig.5 , we can see that CRBM sampling to generate the shape is to be more practical than RBM, RBM model to generate the shape is of more vague, easily lack of details, such as the horse's leg, and CRBM is a good retain the details of the horse, the reconstructed horse similar input. The Euclidean distance measure of the image in Fig.5 is shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , we can see that whether the training set or the test set, the Euclidean distance measurement shows that the shape of CRBM model is closer to the original target, and the modeling shape is better. Figure 6 show the five sampling result images of training set and test set respectively. In Fig.6 , (A) and (B) represent the sampling result of image to add noise from CRBM and RBM of training set and test set respectively, where (a) is the original image, (b) is the noise image, and (c) and (d) are the result of RBM and CRBM sampling to generate the shape respectively.
From Fig.6 , we can see that whether the training set or the test set of images, these two models can effectively remove the impact of noise, but the shape RBM generated blurred, and lost a lot of horse information, CRBM is better to retain the horse's information. The Euclidean distance measure of the image in Fig.6 is shown in Table 4 . From Table 4 , we can see that the Euclidean distance measurement shows that the shape of CRBM model is more similar to the original target, and is better for modeling shapes. 
Conclusuin
As a further improvement of RBM, CRBM combines RBM and CNN, adding CNN advantages to RBM, while retaining the characteristics of RBM. This paper builds shape models based on the generative capabilities of CRBM and RBM. The experiment was carried out in two aspects. By comparing with the experimental results of RBM, it is proved that the modeling ability of CRBM model can be fully expressed for the target information. The next step is to consider the shape which is applied to image segmentation and shape as priority information constraints to be segmented, improved the segmentation results.
